We present large-eddy si mulations (LES) of turbulent mixing at a perturbed, spherical interface separating two fluids of differing densities and subsequently impacted by a spherically imploding shock wave. This paper focuses on the differences between two fundamental configurations, keeping fixed the initial s hock Mach number ~1.2, the density ratio (precisely IAol ~ 0.67) and the perturbation shape (dominant spherical wavenumber .f 0 = 40 and amplitude-to-initial radius of 3 %): the incident shock travels from the lighter fluid to the heavy fluid or, inversely, from the heavy to the light fluid. After describing the computational problem we present results on the radially symmetric flow, the mean flow, and the growth of the mixing layer. , vol. 748, 2014, pp. 113-142). A wave-diagram analysis of the radially symmetric flow highlights that the light-heavy mixing layer is processed by consecutive reshocks, and not by reverberating rarefaction waves as is usually observed in planar geometry. Less surprisingly, reshocks process the heavy-light mixing layer as in the planar case. In both configurations, the incident imploding shock and the reshocks induce Richtmyer-Meshkov (RM ) instabilities at the density layer. However, we observe differences in the mixing-layer growth because the RM instability occurrences, Rayleigh-Taylor (RT) unstable scenarios (due to the radially accelerated motion of the layer) and phase inversion events are different.
showed that an interface separating two fluids of differing density is unstable depending on whether the acceleration is directed from the lighter co the heavier fluid. Whe n the perturbation amplitude-lo-wavelength ratio approaches one, the growth becomes nonlinear, secondary Ke lvin-Helmholtz instabilities appear along the fingering structures of the distorced interface and mixing may eventually occur at small scales (e.g. Cook, Cabot & Miller 200.f ) .
The impulsive-acceleration analogue of the RT instability, also referred to as the Richtmyer-Meshkov (RM) instability (Richtmyer l 960; Meshkov 1969) , is produced when a density interface is subjected to a shock wave. Unlike the RT instability, the occurrence of the RM instability does not depend upon the direction of impulsive acceleration; the interface is unstable whether the shock travels from the light to the heavy fluid or from the heavy to the light fluid. The RM instability is of fundamental importance in understanding the physics of inhomogeneous, compressible, turbulent flows. In particular, the transition to turbulent mixing generated by a single shock wave bas been the subject of recent investigations, both experimentally (Motl er al. 2009; Orlicz el al. 2009 ) and numerically (Thornber et al. 20 IO; Lombardini, Pullin & Meiron 2012 ) . While most research on both barocl inic instabililies bas focused on planar geometry, little work has been done on imploding/exploding flows where density inhomogeneities are radially accelerated/decelerated, especially on the turbulent mixing generated. However, in a variety of applications, such as inertial confinement fusion (Krechetnikov & Homsy 2009 ), these hydrodynamic instabilities take place in curved geometry. In contrast to planar geometry where only RM growth is expected to occur, converging/diverging shock-accelerated interfaces can be RT unstable as they geometrically contract or expand.
The early-time growth of these instabilities has been investigated in cyli ndrical (Bell 1951 ; Mikaelian 2005; Yu & Livescu 2008; Lombardini & Pullin 2009 ) and spherical geometries (Bell 195 I ; Plesset I 95.+; Mikaelian 1990; Kumar, Hornung & Sturtevant 200 3; Mankbadi & Balachandar 201 2) . The stability analysis by Krechetnikov (2009) actually unifies some of the work previously cited by uncovering the interrelation between the RT and RM instabilities and the general effect of interfacial curvature.
Late-time mixing past the reshock event, which occurs when an initially converging shock wave impacts the interface a second time on its way out after reflecting off of the origin, has been studied for two-dimensional (2D) flows in purely azimuthal, cylindrical geometrics (Zhang & Graham 1998 ; Hosseini There are even fewer sLudies that consider fully three-dimensional (3D) flows where vortex stretching can now generate a wide range of turbulent scales, all the way down to Kolmogorov viscous scales. These small scales are currently unresolvable at the Reynolds numbers involved, and subgrid modelling is therefore necessary. The large-eddy simulations (LES) of Lombardini & Deiterding (20 I 0) considered the effect of both azimuthal and axial perturbations on the turbulent mixing driven by cylindrical implosions, while Youngs & Williams (2008) performed monotone integrated LES (MILES) of turbulent mixing in spherical implosions. Thomas & Kares (2012) also considered 30 mixing using a Godunov solver for the hydrodynamic part of the radiation-hydrodynamic code RAGE Gittings el al. (2008) . However, their simulation was initialized from a 20 axisymmetric flow in a quadrant then mapped to an octant after the passage of lhe first reshock when the turbulent mixing is intensified. Youngs & Williams ( 200~) calculated che mixing in a spherical sector using a spherical polar mesh. The implosion was driven by applying a varying pressure at an outer boundary which moves inward in a Lagrangian manner, the applied pressure being constant unLil the boundary reaches the interface at rest. The initial interface perturbation height was given by a superposition of normal modes in the polar and azimuthal directions () and ¢, with a prescribed radial power spectrum, similar to what is usually done for planar interfaces. The numerical method provided the necessary artificial dissipation to capture the shocks and model the subgrid turbulent activity.
We are proposing here a different approach to simulate the turbulent mixing driven by spherical implosions. Following Lombardini & Deiterding (2010), we perform Cartesian-grid-based LES of the two-component flow using an explicit subgrid-scale (SGS) model and a low-numerical dissipation advection scheme activated in the turbulent regions ( § 2). As explained in § 3, the computational domain considered is either an octant of a sphere or a full sphere; the initial converging shock is set up as a self-similar, radially symmetric solution of the Euler equation. An analysis using spherical harmonics, which is detailed in Part 2 (Lombardini, Pullin & Meiron 2014 ) , is used to construct the pre-shock interfacial perturbations. We investigate two canonical configurations: the light fluid enclosed by the spherical interface, or vice versa. Various results are exposed in subsequent sections, focusing on the fundamental differences between the two configurations, and highlighting the unique aspects of the spherical geometry compared with the planar one. ln § .+ we analyse the main wave interactions through a study of the unperturbed, radially symmetric flow. The 30 perturbed flow is illustrated in § ) , with an emphasis on the mean flow. The growth of the mixing layer is finally interpreted in § 6 using conclusions from the radially symmetric flow and from a linear stability analysis.
Computational approach
To be able to computationally represent the large dynamical range of scales produced in such compressible, high-Reynolds-number environments, we consider, as described in Lombardini et al. (201 I) , the two-component Favre-filtered Navier-Stokes equations governing the transport of the filtered density p, momentum pu; and total energy £ of the mixture, and the filtered heavy-fluid partial density pl/I, with 1/1 the heavy-fluid mass fraction. We explicitly model the subgrid terms representing unresolvable flow features, i.e. below a fixed cutoff scale taken here as the finest grid size L\ in the computational domain. The SGS representation is essentially an extension of the stretched-vortex model of Misra & Pull in ( 1997) to compressible, multicomponent flows, in which the small-scale mixing is described by the stirring of a passive scalar transported under the flow of the axisymmetric vortex Pullin ( WOO).
Shock waves are captured numerically using a weighted essentially non-oscillatory (WENO) scheme and, in that sense, the shock thickness is the only physical scale in the problem that is neither resolved computationally nor modelled physically. Away from shocks, the numerically diffusive WENO scheme reverts dynamically to a low-numerical dissipation, tuned centre-difference (TCD) scheme optimal for the accurate computation of regions of turbulent mixing where the SGS model activates itself H ill & Pullin (200.f). The switching of advection schemes is performed using a robust shock sensor Lombardini (2008) . To reduce nonlinear instabilities, e.g. of the aliasing type, we avoid any filtering or numerical damping techniques which could alter the computation of high-Reynolds-number rurbulence, and prefer to rewrite the TCD discretization of the convective terms in the momentum, energy and scalar equations in an energy-conserving (skew-symmetric) form Honein & Moin (200~) . Temporal stability is achieved by the use of the optimal third-order strong-stability-preserving Rungc-Kutta time-stepping scheme of Gottlieb, Shu & Tadmor (200 I ) .
In the spherically converging RM flow presently studied, it is computationally advantageous to dynamically refine shock waves and geometrically contracting/ expanding turbulent regions. This is undertaken using the block-structured, adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) algorithm of Berger & Colella ( 1989) as implemented by Deiterding (2005) . The above numerical method is formulated on uniform Cartesian grids and is effectively applied to each subgrid of the AMR hierarchy. Thanks to a refinement criterion based on the local density and mass fraction gradients, we enforce that the evolution of the various shocks and the entire mixing zone are solved discretely on adaptive grids refined to the maximum level (i.e. with grid cell of size L1), at all times in the simulation.
Owing to the radial symmetry of the problem, we investigate various statistics on spherical surfaces o f radius r. Cartesian AMR data are first interpolated over a regular Gaussian grid, i.e. al the points of spherical coordinates ( rr 2rr)
where N 0 (r) = Ntb (r) / 2 = rn:r/L1l This ensures that the finest resolved scales are retained during the interpolation process. Surface-interpolated quantities Q(r, ()i, </ij; L) will be used for spectral statistics in § 4 of Part 2, or for the discrete evaluation of spherical-surface averages formally defined as (Q}(r, t ) (r, t) . (2.3a,b) 3. Problem set-up 3.1 . Geometry
We consider two computational domains: an entire spherical volume "f/, for the production of spectral statistics taken within the mixing-layer centre, as well as an octant of a sphere t; 18 , which is less computationally expensive, for the extensive processing of various surface averages (simply replace 4n by n / 2 in (2 2)): A ghost fluid approach (Fedkiw et al. 1999 ) is utilized to numerically incorporate the non-Cartesian boundary conditions arising at the interior and exterior boundaries. the shock, respectively, as a function of Che similarity variable r/ R 5 (1), where the shock position R 5 (t) is characterized by a similarity exponent n( y ) Guderley ( 1942) . For a shock travelling in air, y ~ 1.40 gives n ~ 0.7 l 7, while in SF 6 , y ~ 1.09 and n ~ 0.799. The self-similar structure has been preliminary confirmed by simulations of a single converging shock. In particular, n has been computed before and after reflection at the centre Lombardini & Pullin (2009) . Initializing the shock using Chisnell 's self-similar solution not only avoids spurious waves that would appear if setting up the shock as a Riemann problem solution for the strictly axisymmetric shock-implosion process, but also leaves the shock thickness as the only intrinsic length scale. Chisnell's solution is also used as a time-dependent inflow boundary conditions at r = r,ni, until the exploding reshock exits the computational domain, after which zero-gradient boundary conditions are applied.
We define an initial Atwood ratio Ao = (Pio -Pio) / (Pi u + P2 0 ), where p 10 and Pio denote the initially uniform densities of the pure fluid (i.e. as the mass fraction 1" = 0 or I ) respectively contained within the sphere of radius Ro and exterior to this sphere. For an air-SF 6 gas combination with equal initial temperatures, Ao is simply given by the ratio of molecular weights: JAol ~ 0.667. The converging shock is said to impact a density interface in a light-heavy fashion when Ao > 0 and in a heavy-light fashion when Ao < 0. In the light-heavy configuration, the shock is positioned behind the slightly perturbed interface such that its Mach number at impact is M 50 = 1.2. The initial perturbation shape being fixed, the impact Mach number in the heavy-light shock interaction is chosen such that the perturbation grows with che same small-amplitude growth rate as in the light-heavy refraction, i.e. matching k(aoAo +at At ) tiu, where tiu is the change in radial velocity due to shock refraction, a 0 is the pre-shock perturbation amplitude and '+' denotes post-shock quantities.
Vandenboomgaerde, MUgler & Gauthier ( 199~) have shown that this adjustment of Richtmyer's original formula applies welJ to both light-heavy and heavy-light configurati ons. This gives a Mach number Ms 0 ~ I .222 at the heavy-light impact. Light-heavy and heavy-light configurations are summarized in table I .
Initial interfacial perturbation
We describe here how to build an ini tiaJly isotropic perturbation at a spherical density interface of radius R 0 (i.e. no preferred directions when moving along the spherical surface), with the idea that the turbulent mixing induced by the passage of concentric pressure waves would remain somehow isotropic, and could then be analysed assuming statistical isotropy on a sphere.
We define by r -~0 (0, </> ) = 0 the perturbed surface where light (air) and heavy (SF 6 ) fluids have equal mass fractions. The heavy-fluid mass fraction field 1" (r , e. <f>; t) initially takes the form of a hyperbolic tangent profile centred at ~0 (0 , </> ) and with characteristic thickness Li/to = 0.002R 0 • This is large enough to ensure the resolution of che diffuse interface given by
1/t(r.8,</J;t 0 )
where f( R 0 , f), </J) is a perturbation field. Our experience with RM sim ulations has motivated the use of the absolute value off in (3 2/?): the singularity at the zeros of [fl corresponds to a spread in the wavenumber space that encourages earlier nonlinear growth. In our early planar RM investigations, we had also found that the absolute value models well the regularity of the membrane used in the shocktube experiments of Vetter & Sturtevant ( I 99'i). In order to build a homogeneous, isotropic perturbation fie ld, f is decomposed using the spherical harmonics basis as CJo is such thal the width of the Gaussian, l o -3ao ;S e :S lo + 3cr 0 , is well within the space of resolved spherical wavenumbers. In ( l 'i ), the normalization constant in front guarantees that the variance of aof matches the interface displace ment variance of a si ngle-mode, planar corrugacion of maximum amplitude a 0 and wavenumber ko = t 0 /(-J2R 0 ) in both orthogonal directions of that plane. We fix a 0 = 0.03R 0 ,
i.e. an initial amplitude-to-wavelength ratio of approximately 20 %, large e nough to precipitate the nonlinear development of the perturbation. The initial perturbation shape obtained is depicted in figure 2 . Instead of employing a Gaussian power spectrum, which decays exponentially at high wavenumbers, numerical studies of planar RM/RT flows have often cons idered a broadband co mbination of modes sati sfying a power-law decaying spectrum ex K-q, q > 0 (e.g. Thomber et al. 20 0). This perturbation s hape is of practical importance as it is representative of the measured surface finish of an ICF capsule Barnes et al. (2002) . For s implicity, we presently focus on a narrowband Gaussian spectrum and 
Summary of initial conditions
The vector of conserved quantities (p. p u . £ , pl/t) for a mixture of two ideal gases is initialized in the simulation j ust before impact (i.e. t = t 0 -), using the fo llowi ng choice
and given by the pressure and radial velocity of Chisnell ( 1998) as 1/1 = 1 (pure heavy flui d). For r ~ R 5 (t 0 -), p is specified followi ng Chisnell ( 1998).
4 . The radia lly symmetric flow ln this section, we inspect the radially symmetric flow, i.e. when the interface is unperturbed. An (r. t) wave diagram is obtained from one-dimensional simulations (using appropriate geometric source terms) for both light-heavy and heavy-light initial configurations. This wave diagram, depicted in figure ' · is useful for the prediction of RM-and RT-unstable scenarios at the percurbed interface. Depending on whether the configuration is of light-heavy or heavy-light type, various waves can be produced and a labelling scheme is needed. The first uppercase letter can either be 'I', which stands for 'incident', 'R ' for 'reflected' or 'T' for 'transmitted' . The second uppercase lecter indicates the nature of the wave: 'S' for 'shock' or 'R' for 'rarefaction'. The number fo llowing refers to the time-wise order of appearance. For example, 'RSO' labels the reflected shock from the initial shock interaction at L = 1 0 , 'TS 1 · the transmitted shock from the first reshock at IResl (i.e. the second shock interaction), etc. Here ' Resi' represents the reshock wave during the ith reshock interaction and 'C' denotes the unperturbed density interface, or contact wave, with position r = R(t) for t .2:: t 0 ; in particular, R (t 0 ) = R 0 . Since we allow the interface to be diffuse, R(t) is formaJJy defined by i/! (R , t) = 0.5.
In the light-heavy case (figure Ja ), ISO slows down during the initial light-to-heavy wave refraction, the light fluid muse contract to maintain mechanical equilibrium at the interface, and consequently a shock RSO is reflected. The shocked interface is accelerated inward, following behind TSO that converges towards the origin and reflects off of it. The resulting outgoing shock Rest reshocks the interface a first time at IRefl . In this heavy-to-light refraction, the main shock accelerates (TS 1 ), and the heavy fluid must expand to satisfy mechanical equilibrium at the interface: a spherical rarefaction wave, RRl, is therefore reflected back towards the origin. In addition. a secondary, inward-facing s hock 'sRS 1' forms at the tail of the rarefaction wave ( figure 4) . This only appears in spherical and cylindrical flows, and does not arise in planar geometries such as Rows in a constant cross-section shocktube with an endwall. The reshock event in planar fl ows is solely characterized by a reflected rarefaction wave and a transmitted shock separated by a region of uniform velocity and pressure. The rarefaction wave then reverberates back and forth between the wall and the contact surface (e.g. Lombardini et al. 20 I J ). ln curved geometries, however, the fluid processed by the spherical rarefaction wave must expand to lower pressures than those reached through an equivalent planar rarefaction, because of the geometric expansion. To accommodate this ·over-expansion', a compression wave is thus necessary to connect the pressure behind the transmitted shock with the pressure at the rarefaction tail. This is mathematically confirmed by the crossing of the characteristic curves of slope dr/ dt = u, -a (u, is the particle velocity and a the sound speed). A similar shock formation arises in the flow past the detonation of a spherical charge (Wecken 1950) , when a shock travelling down a uniform tube meets an area change (Friedman 1960) , or in the radial dam-break problem in the context of the shallow-water equations. The shock s RS 1 grows from zero strength as it moves inward through the heavy fluid, although it is initially swept outward in space. lt does not acquire a net inward velocity until the rarefaction wave is nearly exhausted, when the rarefaction head has reached the centre. The shock then implodes on the origin and is reflected outward to the contact surface, defining a second reshock event at LRes 2 • Note that the interface is swept outward following the first reshock, bur slowly decelerates until it starts moving inwards due to mass conservation (the fluid inside being compressed by the secondary shock). The heavy fluid being still denser than the fluid immediately outside, a similar heavy-to-light refraction occurs at lRes 2 and a new reflected shock sRS2 is formed. Progressively weaker reshocks 'Resi' follow from the refractions at the contact and reflections at the origin.
[n the heavy-lighl configuration ( figure 1b) , ISO first interacts with the spherical interface in a heavy-to-light fashion, generating a transmitted shock TSO and reflected rarefaction RRO. The interface is reshocked in a light-to-heavy fashion at LRest : the main s hock. TS I, is slowed down; the converging interface decelerates as well; a reflected s hock, RS I, is produced, similarly to what would be observed in the equivalent planar geometry. This shock reflects off of the origin and reshocks the interface a second time. Repeated reshocks of decreasing intensity follow until the interface reaches a constant radial position. Light-heavy and heavy-light configurations are similar in the way the interface is reshocked multiple times. In contrast. the planar light-heavy configuration is characterized by the interaction of a rarefaction wave with the contact surface, following the first reshock. The rarefaction wave continuously deposits energy into the mixing layer over the course of its passage from head to tail, as opposed to the impulsive deposition of energy due to the primary reshock and the successive reshocks observed in the spherical geometry. Tn addition to RM instabilities induced by each shock interaction, RT-unstable regions exist as a result of the interface acceleration/deceleration phases peculiar to the radial geometry: when the heavy fluid is placed inside, the interface is RT unstable if it accelerates inward or decelerates outward (i.e. R. < 0): when the light fluid is inside, RT-unstable regions correspond to the interface decelerating inward or accelerating outward (i.e. R > 0). These regions are highlighted in red in figure 3 . RT effects are even more important in that the magnitude of the acceleration is large. Because of the 'oscillating' behaviour of its radial trajectory, the light-heavy interface is more predisposed co RT instabilities than the heavy-light interface whose trajeccory looks more ' monotonic' in time.
We finally note that, for comparable initial growth rates, the resulting heavy-light reshock inceractions occur earlier than their light-heavy equivalents, the shocks travelling faster through the light fluid than the heavy fluid.
S. The 30 flow
The in itial density interface C is now perturbed and we investigate the 3D mixing resulting from an imploding impact. Figure ~ shows the evolution of isosurfaces of the mass fraction and pressure contours on two orthogonal planes intersecting the origin. In the imploding phase (figures 5a and il'), the interface travels inwards, following the transmitted shock TSO. The reflected shock RSO produced by the interaction of the Ms = 1.2 incident shock with the lightheavy incerface has a weak Mach number ~ 1.06 and is therefore not noticeable in figure 5(a) considering the pressure range used for visualization. However, the reflected rarefaction wave RRO from the initial heavy-to-light interaction is visible in figure ' i (a'}. On the same subfigure, we also notice that a phase reversal, characteristic of heavy-to-light interactions, has occurred: the initial spikes (which refer to fingering structures of heavy fluid penetrating light fluid) become bubbles (i.e. pockets of light fluid penetrating heavy fluid), and initial bubbles tum into spikes. The post-reshock state of the fl ow is depicted in figures 5(b) and 5(b'). ln the light-heavy configuration (figure 5b ), the heavy-to-light reshock has caused a phase reversal while a reflected shock sRS J is forming, as predicted in the previous section. In the heavy-light configuration ( figure " b' ), the reflected shock RS I, weaker than its light-heavy analogue, would be noticeable by specifically tuning the contour levels. At later times (figures 'c and "'c'), the interface has evolved to a turbulent mixing zone chat keeps growing while being processed by significantly weaker reshocks. In the heavy-light case (figure 5c'), the main reshock TS 1 travels slower in the heavy gas than its light-heavy analogue and has not exited the computational domain yet at that given time. The late-time light-heavy and heavy-light mjxing layers resemble each other despite the differences already highlighted. To distinguish the two configurations, we investigate the mean flow. The curbulent nature of the flow will be studied in Part 2. Figures 6 (log-Linear), 7 and 8 (log-linear), respectively, depict the surface-averaged radial profiles of the primitive variables (p )(r. 1), u r( r. I ) and (p)(r. 1) , at different times . Density, radial velocity and pressure are made dimensionless using the light-fluid density Pt= min (p 10 • Pzo) , the pressure ahead of the imploding shock p 0 , and tiu. The pressure and radial velocity indicate the positions of the shocks, while the density profiles give additional information about the radial extent of the mixing layer. The first four time frames displayed characterize the imploding phase and show an increase in the shock strength. Post-shock values in the light-heavy case differ from the heavy-light ones since the converging shock travels in a fluid of different density and specific heat ratio. The fifth and sixth time frames represem the mean flow before and after the first reshock. Display of results at more intermediate times would confirm the existence of secondary reshocks. Ac late time, the mean flow is characterized by a radial velocity small compared with tiu, a quasi-constant background pressure and an asymmetric background density profile with a wide radial extent. The light-heavy and heavy-light configurations naturally present different final pressure levels and density stratifications.
Mean flow quantities have also been used to perform a preliminary grid convergence study. Three resolutions were considered for tj 18 : 128 3 , 256 3 (which has been used for deriving most of the statistics shown here) and 512 3 . Radi al profiles of the primirive variables and the scalar field (scrutinized at a few given times) show that the 256 3 and 512 3 results are converged away from shock waves. As a result, we feel confident chat the 256 3 resolution for fi;s (and consequently 512 3 for "f/) is satisfactory for the current investigation. This complements more exhaustive convergence studies already performed for simpler, canonical flows (e.g. Pantano et al. 2007) . 
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. . -.. To account for the mixing-layer growth, we prefer an integral definition of the mixing-layer width, rather than a threshold-based version that would consist of subtracting r b from ' r· This definition of the mixing-layer width is given by
The width and growth rate evolution are displayed in figure 13 . The first and second reshocks are well di stinguished by sharp, negative values of the growth rate, e.g. at D,,.u t/ Ro~ 0.6 and l. l in the light-heavy case. Jn both configurations, the mixing-layer still grows significantly at late times. We can qualitatively compare the mixing-layer evolution with the LES data of Lombardini et al. (20 I) obtained in planar geometry using similar initial perturbation shape and incident Mach number: at late times, the light-heavy planar growth slows down significantly more chan what is observed in the spherical geometry, while the heavy-light planar growth resembles its spherical equivalent. The oscillating character of the growth of the light-heavy mixing-layer is due to two factors: (i) RT-unstable and stable phases that result from the oscillating (a) nature of the interface trajectory; (ii) phase reversal following each reshock, i.e. a decrease of the perturbation in amplitude before reversing its phase and growing further. We recall that the latter is typical of heavy-to-light shock interactions and can be explained on the basis of vorticity generation by baroclinic processes Meshkov ( I %9). Note that a phase reversal also appears when the converging shock initially impacts the heavy-light interface ( figure I 3b) .
Stability of perturbed spherical interfaces
Baroclinic instabi.lities are nevertheless insufficient co fully understand the stability of fluid fl ows in radial motions. Consider for example an incompressible, thin spherical layer moving inward. By mass conservation, the layer thickens due to reduction of its ci rcumference. This purely geometrical effect is known as the Bell-Plesset (BP) effect Bell ( 19.:; 1 ), Plesset ( 1954 ) . The following theoretical development is inspired from BP analysis and used to draw qualitative conclusions on the growth of the spherical mixing layer. 
Turbulent mixing drfren by spherical implosions. Part I (a)
(
I . The base flow
The problem of the linear stability of a harmonically perturbed contact discontinuicy between two fluids of different densities in accelerated motion has been solved in a planar geometry by Taylor ( 1950) . Postulating inviscid, incompressible, irrorational base flow and perturbations, Plesset ( 195~) extended the planar results to spherical symmetry, isolating the effect of the geometric convergence/divergence of the unperturbed interface on the perturbation growth, through the geometric convergence rate R/ R, where R(t) represents the position of the unperturbed interface. Bell ( 1951 ) considered further the effect of compressibility by including a uniformly compressible base flow, but for free surfaces only, i.e. when IAol = 1. The extension of Bell's treatment to interfaces with an arbitrary density jump is straightforward and the main results are summarized here. We recall Plesset's notation, consistent with our nomenclature, where the interface separates two fluids of uniform densities Q i (1 ) and Q 2 (t), 'l' denoting the fluid contained within the sphere of radius R and '2' denoting the fluid exterior to this sphere. The time-dependent Atwood ratio is then defined as A= (Q 1 -g 2 )/(Q 1 + Q 2 ), and equals A 0 at I< t 0 . The base velocity potential <P;(r, t) satisfies, on each side of che interface,
where che one-dimensional Dirac delca function o (r) represents a mass source/sink at r = 0 which makes it possible to specify uniform compression and geometric convergence rates independently. It is easy to verify that chis radially symmetric base flow conserves mass everywhere. Solving (11 2) for r > 0, one obtains on each side of the interface:
<l>,( r. /) = -
The first term represents Plesset's potential flow, the second term Bell's contribution. Bell's assumption of a uniformly compressible ftow can be regarded as a reasonable approximation for the base flow in che vicinity of the perturbed interface. While the mass source/sink is a mathematically convenient representation of the centre of the compressing fluid which allows for the decoupling between (} j g and R/R near the interface, it would lead to unphysical pressures and erroneous results in the stability analysis when the interface is too close to the origin.
Perturbation amplitude
If the position of the perturbed interface is defined as
the amplitude a(l) can be found by matching the base + pertur~ed pressure and normal velocity at r = ~, assuming incompressible perturbations. For small perturbations, linearizacion leads to the following ordinary differential equation:
(6.5) where the two-variable function !!le. is defined as the fo llowing weighted average: (6.6) Making the fo llowing substitution 
From ( ) 7), the penurbation amplitude is then related to a (1) as a(I) = fi(1)a(1). with fi (1) = !¥ffi.
(6.10)
where the interface density Q(t) can be taken as the arithmetic mean of Q 1 (t ) and e 2 {t) ,
and Qo = e(l 0 ). It should be first noted that /) (t) is an (algebraic) stabilizing factor when QR 3 is increasing with time, and destabilizing when eR 3 is decreasing. Aside from th is factor, the stability of the deformation (in the sense of exponential growth) is determined by the sign of G (t): the perturbation is unstable when G (t) > 0.
Limit cases
(n the expression (6 9), the component GR (t) represents Che RT-like concrihution to the growth rate, and reduces to RM growth if one chooses R = 6 u. D (t), in which case a(t) is actually linear in time, and not exponential. In the incompressible planar flow limit, which is reached when b = k =0 and in the large wavenumber limit e »I, GR (t) is the only term contributing to G (t) and nacurallY. simplifies to -(f,/R)AR, the square of the classical RT growth rate: the component 3R/(2R) which comes from taking the second derivative of a in (6. 7) is a purely geometric factor absent in planar geometry.
RT stable and unstable scenarios will depend on the sign of -AR.
The second term, GR(l), which accounts for the geometric convergence, is always positive and contributes to the actual growth of the perturbation whether the base flow is converging or diverging. fn the incompressible limit, GR(t) and GR(t) are the only terms contributing to G(t) and Plesset's result is recovered. The sole term GR(t) can roughly characterize the zero-acceleration, quasi-incompressible 'coasting phase' of the fCF implosion, following the initial period of acceleration due to the driver and preceding the deceleration phase due co the compressing core.
When compression effects are considered, two additional terms, G p(t) and G pR(l), appear. In particular, Bell's result is recovered in the case of a free surface. The sign of the sum of both terms can be examined by rewriting the sum as
Lastly, consider the zero-acceleration limit where no RT growth is allowed. Solving (6 ~) directly leads to will actually identify the base flow with the surface-averaged quantities obtained from the LES , and R(1) to the mixing-layer centre rc(l). Alternately, f3 and G could be evaluated from a radially symmetric flow simulation, which would lead to comparable results. l n fact, neither the surface-averaged LES nor the radially symmetric flow are well approximated by a uniformly compressible base flow everywhere in radius. The effects of the density radial stratification are indeed ignored in the stability analysis, buL this simplifi ed reasoning can still serve as a guide for comparing BP effects with RT/RM instabilities within the mixing layer. Another limitation of applying the results of the stability analysis to the rate of development of interface distortions of significant amplicude lies in the initial assumption of small perturbations. The term GR in (6 9) was evaluated by identifying Q 1 (l) and Q 2 (t) to (p}( r, t) at r = rb(l) and rc(t), or r = rc(t) and rb(l), depending on the s ign of A . R, we observe that the radial symmetric flow satisfies R = -(1/ p)(JP/'dr, and R was therefore determined as (-(1/ p) 'CJP/'dr} (r" , t) . For similar reasons, the compression ratio (J/Q in the terms GP and GpR was computed as - (V · u }(rc, t) . The perturbation growth is given by the exponential growth factor G(t) defined by (6.9) and the algebraic amplification factor f3(t) defined by (6.10). Figure 14 represents the evolution of each term in (6.9). Positive values would contribute to the layer growth. The first observation is that the RT-like contribution GR is the most dominant term, because of the initial choice of large wavenumbers f. 0 = 40. By large e 0 it is meant here that the characteristic initial perturbation wavelength is small compared with R 0 . The local perturbation wavelength does not see the effect of the curvature of the converging flow, aside from the acceleration of the layer. One can actually estimate the magnitude of GR, GP and GpR with respect to GR in the limit e » 1: assigning the same time scale for the time derivatives, GR"" Gp "" GpR ""GR/(f.A). In addition, we confirm the intuition developed earlier that the RT effect on the growth remains significant at late times in the light-heavy configuration. Finally, we observe that tbe second largest contribution is due to the purely compressible nature of the radial fl.ow (Gp) . There exist RT-stable regions where this term contributes positively w G. Plesstt's purely geometric contribution (GR) is negligible compared to Taylor's (a) air~ SF 6 and (b) SF 6 ~air. See § 6 2 for definitions.
instability and Bell's compressible effects. The sum G of these terms is shown in figure 15 , together with the evolution of {3, and confirms the dominance of the RT contribution. The effect of f3 is essentially descabilizing prior to the first reshock in the light-heavy case, whereas its effect is destabilizing at almost all times in the heavy-light configuration.
Summary of results
We have performed a series of exploratory, low-numerical dissipation LES usi ng an explicit structural SGS model that computes the mixing generated at a spherical density interface impacted by a converging shock. The shock has been generated using a self-similar solution of the Euler equations. and a statistically isotropic, initial perturbation with a dominant wavelength « R 0 has been tailored using spherical harmonics. While the shock Mach number and perturbation shape have been kept fixed, we have explored rwo canonical configurations: the converging shock travelling from the light to the heavy fluid (i.e. light-heavy case), or vice versa (i.e. heavy-light case). We investigated the effect of the geometry on the layer growth by looking at (r , L) wave diagrams as well as performing a stability analysis of a linearly perturbed spherical interface, following closely the work of Bell ( 19~ I ) and Plessel ( 1954) . The analysis essentially results in a growth factor that nicely decouples the following important effects: RM/RT instability, geometric convergence and compressibility. Each term can be quantified from the mean (surface-averaged) flow. The ocher novelty here is the inclusion of geometric and compressible effects for density incerfaces of Ao :/= 0. The following conclusions are relevant to incident implosions with shocks of moderate Mach number at impact and for the presently defined class of interface perturbations.
(i) The heavy-light ftow exhibits the same wave refractions observed in its planar analogue: the imploding shock, after reflection off the origin, reshocks the interface in a light-to-heavy fashion, producing a reflected shock which, in tum, reflects off the origin and impacts the interface during a second reshock event.
Successive reshocks of decreasing intensity follow. In the light-heavy case, a rarefacti on wave is reflected inwards following the first reshock interaction. However, unlike in planar geometry, a shock forms at the tail of the rarefaction wave, due to an over-expansion of the flow. This secondary shock is responsible for a second reshock event. A reflected rarefaction wave is reflected and a shock forms at its tail, which then leads to a third reshock, ecc. (ii) fn the event chat the interface is perturbed, each shock interaction is expected to cause RM growth. The (r,t) wave diagrams also indicate the phases where the interface accelerates and decelerates, hence RT-unstable regions. There exists no equivalent RT mixing in planar shock-driven mixing. In the light-heavy (heavy-light) case, the interface is RT unstable if it accelerates inward (outward) or decelerates outward (inward). The growth race, measured from the surface-averaged mass fraction field. confirmed the differences observed between the light-heavy and heavy-light radially symmetric flow. (iii) Lombardini (2008) observed that, in the cylindrical geometry, che wave diagrams for the light-heavy and heavy-light configurations show the same characteristics as the spherical geometry (similar reshock formations and RT-unstable regions). (iv) Considering the rather small initial perturbation wavelengths considered (compared with the initial radius) as e 0 = 40, baroclinic instabilities are the dominant effect on the mixing-layer growth. Similarly, the ICF implosion simulations of Thomas & Kares (20 I 2) have shown that RM/RT instabiliti es are largely responsible for the amplification of asymmetries of comparable mode number (e = 30) even ac higher convergence ratios (~8). As suggested in the ICF experiments by Li et al. (2004) , BP effects are expected to become important at much higher convergence ratios (30-40) and low-mode-number asymmetries (e < 10) such as those resulting from capsule fabrication asymmetry or drive-pressure asymmetry (due co non-uniformity in on-target laser intensity). (v) Surprisingly, che second most important effect is presently found co be the compressible nature of the mean flow, and not the geometric convergence. For the incident Mach number used presently, the mixing-layer centre reached a convergence ratio R 0 / rc(t ~ oo) ~ 2 in both light-heavy and heavy-light cases. At higher incident Mach numbers, the initial interface follows the transmitted shock TSO more closely than at lower Mach numbers and is therefore reshocked closer to the centre, leading to a higher final convergence ratio Lombardini (2008) .
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(vi) The analysis assumes initial perturbations of small amplitude compared with the characteristic perturbation wavelength. Although we start with an initial amplitude-to-wavelength ratio of approximately 20 % in the simulation, other ratios should be studied . The relatively large amplitude of the perturbation was actually chosen to more clearly display the turbulent mixing arising from the imposed asymmetry at the small convergence ratio achieved in these simulations. M ore realistic convergence ratios would require a few additional levels of mesh refinement or a more refined base grid.
Part 2 investigates the turbulent nature of the mixing, with a fo cus on the s pectral analysis of turbulent statistics on spherical surfaces taken within the mixing layer (Lo mbardini et al. 20 14) .
